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M1 - the picture/figure should be a representation of the gap between research and practice; see how Brian Couch used pictures/figures 
to illustrate his points.
- The citation needs to be APA style or ACS style: pick one and be consistent throughout the talk
- you need to introduce what you mean by evidence-based teaching practices here.
 
- Why do you have that statement? Should something else be incldued before to bring more meaning to this statement? Does it make 
sense to start there? Look at how the dBER report appraoches it (in what section of the chapter this statement fall in)
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Just in Time Teaching 8% 15%
Peer Instruction 28% 18%
M2 MM1
Slide 4
M2 - Bullet points needed and aligned with each others.
- APA or ACS citations
- in the title there is a - between evidence and based; it should eb here as well;
- spell out jitt and PI; spell out R1 as well
- compare your title to the content of the slide: does it make sense? What is the message you want to send on this slide? How is it 


















• Prior conditions such as felt needs, 
norms of the department
Rogers, E.M. Diffusion of innovations. Free Press: 1995.











Practitioner is aware 
of the practice














M4 - the research question is really underemphasized in its current form
- since you have 2 RQ your title should be plural
- add chemistry to your question
- same for next slide
Marilyne Stains, 3/10/2013
Research	Questions
Practitioner is aware 
of the practice




























M5 - Use colors, arrows to make this a bit more clear
- one bullet should read context and the other methodological design
- if you abbreviate CSC the add the abbreviation in you first statement





























Teaching  31% 40% 29%
Research  55% 47% 54%
Service  14% 13% 17%
M7
Slide 9
M7 - R1: spellout
- make the table fit the appropriate area
- rotate "teaching experiuence" 180
- it should not say assignment but appointment
- elimiate the +/- 1 for courses taught; put (mean) after courses taught per semester
- since you have room spell out N




















Groups Involved Administered Duration
Pre survey All groups July 24th 2 weeks
Workshop Only participants August 9th 1.5 days












M24 - It should say that this is an online survey that takes about 20 minutes to fill out, window to answer, when were data collected
- nobody will know what the ATI is; how was the self-efficacy measured; need to have citation for these and the surveys that we drew
from
- highlight the likert scale options for the section corresponding to this presentation
- how many EBIPs?



















































M8 - use different colors and titles to identify better what findings you are talking about
- were unknown to whom: control group, participants, CSc?
- what do you mean variations between groups: make a short sentence
- what does your y axis represent
- make the font bigger on your graph
- delete the grid form your graph
























M9 - as we talked about put the number in the middle of each bar
- bigger font in your graph
- what is TAPPS: most people won't know
- i would say pust useR and current useR
















































































M10 again think about your audience: what do you mean not used: never used? used in the past but not currently?
- add numebrs inside the bars
- spell out the practices except for POGIL, PBL, SCALE-UP and JiTT and PLTL
- nobody will knwo what LINT is!
- what does your x axis represent?
- bigger font: right now nobody in the back of the room will be able t oread your categories
- same as previous slide for titels and making clear what you are talking about on this slide
- TPS, LINT are below the 50% treshold for familiar, they should be grouped at the bottom and you should make sure to highlight 






































































M11 why are the figures not centerd?or aligned with text in a way that makes sense? 
Either center them below the text or aligned them both on the right side with text on the left: be consistent
- again i would say user rather than use
- same thing for the titels as before
- add a bullet to explainr the statistics: right now your statistics do not match the statement you have prior; if you don't want to say 



























M12 - same as before for graphs, title etc.




































































































































































































M16 watch your graph title for consistency with the rest.
What does PNOM means (spell it out); 
- open-ended midterm is a misleading statement: it could mean many differnt things.
Marilyne Stains, 3/10/2013
Discussion
Practitioner is aware 
of the practice

















M17 the title of your slide is misspelled and ppt let you know that!
the color theme need to be worked out so that the RQ and results pop out more.
Marilyne Stains, 3/10/2013
Discussion
Practitioner is aware 
of the practice



















M18 thinmabout your audience again and try to make the number stateemnt a bit more clear





Practitioner is aware 
of the practice


































M21 - citation related to the need for observational study
- instead of national study, have "expension to more representative sample" or something like that; under neath include limitations 
from previous slide and delete previous slide
- make this sldie more visually appealing






























M23 if you show this slide, you need to have full citations for all of them and use the same format and bold the title like you did for 
everything else.
Marilyne Stains, 3/10/2013
